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ENJOY THE

EXPERIENCE
Comfort. Pleasure. Style.
Make these simple wishes everyday realities in your home, now and for years to come,
by selecting the trendsetting designs, innovative features and lasting artisanship of
MAAX bath products. Our extensive and award-winning line of bathtubs, showers and
shower doors fulfills desires from the most simple to the simply luxurious. The choice
is yours.
Put your body at ease with one of our whispering whirlpool systems that soothes,
relaxes and reinvigorates your muscles with spa-level skill and care. Let your mind
wander like a gentle stream carrying you on a warm, visual and aromatic journey. Allow
your soul to reach a state of utter calm because of your unwavering confidence in the
quality of the MAAX brand. MAAX wants everyone who encounters our products to
“Enjoy the Experience.” We do that by putting everything we have, every consideration,
into ensuring you not only enjoy the therapeutic and functional benefits our products
provide but also the entire experience, from product selection through installation and
beyond.
After more than 40 years in business, we’ve learned that making things easier for all
our customers – businesses and individuals alike – is what makes us succeed. That is
why MAAX never stops listening to your ideas, needs and desires. We want to create
products that make your life better. We promise that by choosing MAAX, you get more
than a superior bath product. You get an experience.
An experience we know you will enjoy.
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MASSAGE SYSTEMS
SUMMARY

Your body deserves a little pampering now and then, and MAAX has just what it takes
to help you recover from your long, busy day. Slide into a MAAX bath and let the
vigorous streams of water relieve your aching muscles, massage your sore body and
reinvigorate your tired skin, while the back massage melts away tension in your neck,
shoulders and back. Plunge into the warm water and let the gentle lather of bubbles
massage your body from the back of your neck to the tip of your toes.
Personalize your MAAX bathing experience by combining the beneficial effects of
hydrotherapy, air therapy, thermotherapy, chromatherapy and aromatherapy according
to your needs and desires and experience ultimate relaxation and well-being in your
own home.
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TRUE WHIRLPOOL

®

FOR PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS ONLY
Lower yourself into a unique True Whirlpool bath, get comfortable,
and turn on the strategically positioned whirlpool jets to create
delicious streams of warm water that will relax your body and clear
your mind. Feel the soothing swirl of motion around you, creating a
cushion of waves that relieves pressure on your joints and muscles.
The turbulence and buoyancy of the warm water help ease
discomfort and reduce muscle stiffness. (Backjets are sold separately).

HYDROFEEL

®

FOR SELECT MAAX COLLECTION
BATHTUBS ONLY
Specially designed for our minimalist bathtub series (Urban, Aiiki,
Aigo and Optik), our Hydrofeel therapeutic whirlpool system
raises the bar on fine waterjet design. Strategically located along
the length of the body, the size and shape of the jets ensure a
deep, targeted massage—and back and foot jets round out an
ultrasensory experience that’s as invigorating as it is relaxing.

Microjet

HYDROMAX

®

FOR SELECT MAAX COLLECTION
BATHTUBS AND TUB SHOWERS
Hydromax is simply the best luxury therapeutic whirlpool system
you can get. Hydromax consists of an exclusive whole body whirlpool
bathtub system whose powerful, high-performance waterjets
precisely aim to effectively relieve aching muscles, stimulate the
body and melt away the stresses of everyday life.
(Backmax is included with this system.)

Pulsating and
rotating jet

Microjet

Whirlpool jet

SYSTEMS SUMMARY
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BACKMAX

TM

FOR MAAX COLLECTION BATHTUBS ONLY

Most Hydromax systems come with backjets for enhanced whirlpool
action. Conceived in collaboration with top massage therapists,
Backmax consists of a myriad of balanced, pulsating and rotating
massage jets strategically positioned in the tub’s backrest. The
system provides an intense cascading massage from upper shoulders
to lower back. Pioneered by MAAX, Backmax gives your back the
star treatment. You won’t find a better ally to swirl away tension in
your back muscles and provide a complete luxurious hydrotherapy
experience.

FOOTMAX

TM

FOR MAAX COLLECTION BATHTUBS ONLY
Reflexology studies the way our feet mirror our bodies—the internal
connections between precise locations on the sole and other
muscles and systems. The Footmax system is designed to deliver
jets of flowing water to pressure points on each foot, bringing the
whole body into a balanced state of natural harmony.

THERMAZONE

TM

FOR PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS ONLY
Lean back and melt into the Pearl Series bath’s ThermaZone for
an experience that will leave you feeling totally relaxed. Taking
the traditional heated backrest to new heights, continuous heat
flows through a larger surface to ensure you soothe those aches
and pains in your neck, back and shoulders. ThermaZone calms
damaged tissue, relieves back stiffness and pain, and increases
flexibility and comfort. Great therapy choice for the customer that
just wants to soak! So, relax while your batteries recharge… talk
about a concept that is not hard to warm up to!
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REST
WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM
TM

FOR SELECT TRUE WHIRLPOOL,
HYDROFEEL & HYDROMAX SYSTEMS

MAAX invites you to experience a new level of sophistication with
the latest in whirlpool technology… discover the Rest, a silent
whirlpool massage system option that recycles the energy of the
pump to transfer heat to the water all the while using less energy.
The Rest whirlpool system is offered on select bathtubs equipped
with True Whirlpool, Hydromax or Hydrofeel massage systems.

OZONATOR

FOR WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM
Ozone is the Earth’s natural way to purify the air and water from
their toxins. Bringing these same natural purification benefits to
the bath, MAAX now offers the Ozonator for Whirlpool System in
keeping with its promise to design innovative customer solutions.
This technology neutralizes unhealthy microorganisms like bacteria
and, thus making your bathing experience safe and fresh.
Safe and natural: ozone is a natural gas that has a fresh scent, like
a rainstorm, keeps water clean and clear.

AEROFEEL

®

FOR ALL BATHTUBS
Our perimeter air injection system is simply the best on the market.
Aerofeel rides the wellness wave with individual quiet airjets and
check valves providing immaculate purity. Intelligently positioned
around the interior wall and in the tub’s backrest, tiny openings
create a gentle rippling massage, caressing your skin and cradling
your body from head to toe. And to complete this therapeutic
heaven, Aerofeel also includes an oval-shaped heated backrest.

SYSTEMS SUMMARY -
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AROMASCENTS

FOR PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS ONLY
Filling the air with a gentle scented mist, the AromaScents diffuser
will bring your bathing experience to the heavens. Embark on a
luxurious journey for the senses and be amazed at just how good
a few drops of essential oil can make you feel. Just a hint of the
right oil can be enough to relax, revitalize, refresh and reinvigorate
you inside and out… Just follow your nose!
Lavender and Eucalyptus Pure and Natural Essential Oils
These natural soothing and aromatic essential oils are included with
AromaScents diffuser to give you an incredible bathing experience
you will look forward to all day long. The AromaScents diffuser
comes with a metal cap available in Chrome, Brushed Nickel and
Polished Brass.

CHROMATHERAPY

FOR ALL BATHTUBS AND TUB SHOWERS
Bathe yourself in a kaleidoscope of color to reach optimal health.
When dispersed through the water, individual colors create unique
energy with the proven ability to heighten or alter a person’s mood.
MAAX offers colors to bring different nuances to your bath
experience and adds a new dimension of color therapy to every
immersion you can enjoy. Underwater lamps (LED) let you enjoy
the full rainbow of colors, select one specific color or change them
at whim.

White

Blue

Aquamarine Green

Orange

Red

Purple

THERMO-ACOUSTIC

®

FOR MAAX COLLECTION BATHTUBS
AND TUB SHOWERS

Yet another MAAX exclusive, the Thermo-Acoustic noise reduction
system keeps you in the comfort zone. This avant-garde concept
minimizes ambient noise and vibration associated with other
massage features. By keeping noise to a minimum, your every
hydrotherapy session remains the peaceful, enjoyable experience
you’ve been longing for.
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MAAX IES

®

FOR TUB SHOWERS
AND SELECT SHOWERS
Developed with the help of massage therapists, the MAAX IES
(Integrated Energizing System) is designed to deliver a truly energizing
shower experience. All of its plumbing components, including the
body jets, come factory installed, ensuring optimum configuration and
operation, plus easy installation.

MAAX IES
WITH RAINMAX
®

TM

TROPICAL RAIN FOR MAAX IES 3/4
The MAAX Integrated Energizing System 3/4 (IES) with Rainmax
will change the way you see your shower. Its 3/4-inch 4-function
thermostatic valve and eight adjustable body jets are complemented
by a Rainmax tropical rainmaker, which puts the finishing touch on
an already exceptional massage. This ingenious, factory-assembled
system offers no-hassle installation and a guaranteed energy surge.
Available on Imagine 6036 and Imagine 4836 shower models.

SYSTEMS SUMMARY -
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RECIPES

FOR YOUR BODY, MIND AND SOUL
Take your bathing experience to the heavens with a splash of scented oil. Embark
on a luxurious journey for the senses as your body absorbs the oil and be amazed at
just how good a few drops of essential oil can make you feel. Just a hint of the right
fragrance can be enough to relax, revitalize, refresh and reinvigorate you inside and
out... Just follow your nose!
Complement your bath by adding some of your own bath enhancements and make
your home spa experience complete. Concoct your own natural bath salts by combining
Epsom salts with the essential oil of your choice. Bask in a tub reminiscent of
Cleopatra by adding two cups of milk to the water, and leave your skin feeling soft
and healthy. Even flower petals can have a calming effect, or create a romantic mood
should you decide to share your luxurious bath with a special someone!

The total bathing experience
for your body & spirit

Eucalyptus and Lavender
essential oils from
MAAX AromaScents

MUSCLE MAGIC
RELIEVES SORE MUSCLES

Preparation time: 10 minutes
Treatment duration: 15 minutes or more

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrotherapy: Intense
Air Therapy: Intense
Thermotherapy: Warm
Chromatherapy: Orange
Aromatherapy: Lavender

Fill bath with warm water. Set air and whirlpool to high and
set backrest to warm. Turn lighting to soothing orange. Add
a few drops of the scent of your choice in AromaScents
diffuser. Lower yourself into your bath and enjoy at least 15
minutes of muscle relaxing magic.

PEACEMAKER
REDUCES STRESS

Preparation time: 10 minutes
Treatment duration: At least 30 minutes

Ingredients
• Hydrotherapy: Still Water
• Thermotherapy: Warm
• Chromatherapy: Blue
• Aromatherapy: Eucalyptus
Fill bath. Add a few drops of the scent of your choice in
the diffuser. Set backrest to warm and turn on blue lights.
Put on soothing music. Climb into bath of still water for 30
minutes of stress-free relaxation.

RECIPES FOR YOUR BODY, MIND AND SOUL -
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Personalizing
your bath experience
LAVENDER BATH
CRYSTALS
Turn a normal bath into a complete wellness experience simply by
adding a few of these luxurious crystals. Lavender is nature’s cure
for a variety of aliments, from aching joints to a frazzled mind. And,
the cleansing properties of salt help pull harmful impurities from your
body – and your soul.

Directions:
• 2 cups Epsom salt
• 4 drops lavender essential oil
• ½ teaspoon vegetable liquid glycerine
Pour Epsom salt into container. Drop lavender oil and
glycerine over salt. Mix together. Remove entire contents
and place in moisture-proof, sealable container. Let sit for 2
days, then add a handful to your next bath.

CITRUS MILK BATH
Want an experience that soothes, restores and revitalizes? Then
try this recipe in your next bath. The properties of milk will soothe
your skin and relax your body, while the fresh, clean citrus fragrance
energizes your mind and spirit. It’s easy to make and an absolute
pleasure to use.

Directions:
• 1 cup milk powder
• ¼ cup orange or lemon peels
• 4 drops lavender essential oil
Make a small pouch out of muslin or cheesecloth and fill it
with powder and citrus peels. Drop oil over mixture and tie
up edges of cloth. Place pouch directly beneath running
water or place directly into bath.
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PRODUCTS

BATHTUBS, SHOWERS & DOORS
An extensive and award-winning line of bathtubs, showers and shower doors that fill
desires from the most simple to the simply luxurious. Innovative features, exclusive
patents, trendsetting designs and lasting quality make you the designer of the MAAX
bathroom that fits you and your home perfectly.

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS

PEARL SERIES
BATHTUBS
Eterne™

72" x 36" x 24" | 72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•
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Contemporary rectangular shape
2 seating areas and cleverly positioned armrests
Deep bathing well for relaxing soak
Large deck for faucets
Center drain

Ambrosia

®

66" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in installation

Ambrosia F
®

66" x 36" x 24"
Freestanding installation

•
•
•
•
•

Ballade

Unique feature: handcrafted one-piece seamless design
Soft unique egg shape with one larger and one narrower end
Contoured lip area follows the natural lines of one’s neck
Sleek waste & overflow included
Center drain • Available in White only

72" x 42" x 23"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•

Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
Timeless oval shape
Large deck for faucet
Center drain

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS -
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PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS

• Soft unique egg shape with one larger and one narrower end
• Contoured lip follows the natural lines of one’s neck
• Center drain

Kava™

66" x 36" x 24" | 72" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installatione

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•

Kava™

Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
Rectangular minimalist design
Large interior space offers a wide range of movement
End drain

72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

•
•
•
•

Navarre

Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
Rectangular minimalist design
Large interior space for wide range of movement
Center drain

66" x 42" x 24" | 72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

• Unique feature: classic heritage bathtub with scrolled edges
• Large interior space for wide range of movement
• Center drain
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Okapi™

72" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

Release

Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
Oval minimalist design
Large interior space for wide range of movement
End drain

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•

®

60" x 32" x 20" | 60" x 36" x 20"
Drop-in or alcove installation

•
•
•
•
•

Release 6060

Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
Integrated recessed backrest for comfort • Deck for faucet
Optional: integral 3-sided tile flange
Apron with optional access panel
End drain

®

60" x 60" x 24"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•

Comfortable, ergonomic design for 1 or 2 bathers
Head recesses with 2 integrated cushions included
Solid brass grab bar included
Deep soak bathing for ultimate relaxation

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS -
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Release

®

66" x 36" x 24" | 72" x 36" x 24" | 72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in installation

PEARL SERIES BATHTUBS

• Unique features: deep relaxation soak at one end and raised
soak for reading at other end
• Stability is imperative for relaxation featuring 2 integrated solid
brass grab bars
• Recessed head cushion • Foot step with optional foot jets
• Deck for faucet • Off-center drain

Rhapsody

73" x 44" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

• Unique features: True Whirlpool, Thermazone, Aromatherapy
• Center drain

Standard™

60" x 30" x 20"
Alcove installation

• Bathtub only available with True Whirlpool or combined
systems
• Factory installed skirt and removable panel
• Integral, 3-sided tile flange
• Specify left or right-hand drain

18
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RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

FREESTANDING BATHTUBS

FREESTANDING
BATHTUBS
Ella 6636 Embossed Design

66" x 36" x 24"
Freestanding installation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Graceful classic oval bathtub with elegant embossed design
2-piece with concealed seam
Ample deck space for versatile faucet installation
4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)
Center drain • No system available • Available in White only

FREESTANDING BATHTUBS -
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Ella 6636 Sleek

66" x 36" x 24"
Freestanding installation

FREESTANDING BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Graceful classic oval bathtub; 2-piece with concealed seam
Ample deck space for versatile faucet installation
4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
Center drain • Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)
No system available
Apron available in White and five bold colors

Glacier Blue

Jazz

Thunder Gray

Pink Martini

Sterling Silver

Black

®

66" x 36" x 24"
Freestanding installation

•
•
•
•
•

Miles 6636

Unique feature: air massage system available
Deep soak bathing for ultimate relaxation
Relaxing backrest • Deck for faucet
4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
Center drain • Available in White, Bone and Biscuit only

66" x 36" x 23"
Freestanding installation

•
•
•
•
•

Classic cool rectangular 2-piece, virtually seamless look
Two deck widths for different styles of faucet
4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
Center drain • Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)
Apron available in White and five bold colors

Glacier Blue
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Thunder Gray

Pink Martini

Sterling Silver

Black

Optik 6636 F
®

66" x 36" x 24"
Freestanding installation

Glacier Blue

Optik 6032 F

Thunder Grey

Pink Martini

Sterling Silver

Black

®

60" x 32" x 23"
Freestanding installation

• Sleek post-minimalist 2-piece combines straight and
curvaceous lines • Deep bathing well
• Inclined backrest • Curvaceous inset armrests
• Large deck for mounted faucet
• 4 self-leveling legs • End drain • Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)
• Apron available in White and five bold colours

Glacier Blue

Roman F

Thunder Grey

Pink Martini

Sterling Silver

Black

70" x 44" x 25"
Freestanding installation

• Seamless bathtub reminiscent of 19th century enameled
fireclay style
• Ingeniously integrated armrests for added stability
• Ample deck space for faucet
• Waste and overflow included • 12-inch grab bar optional
• Centre drain • Available in White only

FREESTANDING BATHTUBS -
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FREESTANDING BATHTUBS

• Sleek post-minimalist 2-piece combines straight and
curvaceous lines • Deep bathing well
• Inclined backrest • Curvaceous inset armrests
• Two deck widths for different styles of faucet
• 4 self-leveling legs • Centre drain • Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)
• Apron available in White and five bold colours

Souvenir with apron
®

72" x 44" x 25"
Freestanding installation

FREESTANDING BATHTUBS

• Unique feature: available with air and whirlpool massage
systems
• White or Biscuit cushion with a chrome-plated support and
chrome-plated towel bar included
• Relaxing armrests • ergonomic backrest • deck for faucet
• A maple solid wood storage unit hides pump and/or blower
• Centre drain

Urban F
®

72" x 42" x 24"
Freestanding installation

•
•
•
•
•

Concealed filling system
Cascading waterfall optional in grey slate or white marble
Detachable deck for easy maintenance
Magnetic cushion available in black or white (optional)
Urban semi or fully plumbed faucet option highly
recommended (specify location)
• 1-piece apron • Centre drain • In White and Biscuit only

Versailles

®

67" x 31" x 28"
Freestanding installation

• Traditional clawfoot acrylic tub with black iron finish feet has
old world charm
• Long soaker tub for total immersion and relaxation
• Smooth interior and exterior
• Freestanding faucet available • No massage system available
• Centre drain • Available in White only
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RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

RECTANGULAR
BATHTUBS
Optik 6636 C
®

66" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in installation

• Sleek post-minimalist bathtub combines straight and
curvaceous lines • Deep bathing well
• Inclined backrest • Curvaceous inset armrests
• Two deck widths for different styles of faucet installation
• 4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
• Centre drain • Above-the-Floor Rough (AFR)

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS -
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Aiiki

66" x 36" x 24" | 72" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

• Cube inspired lines with an urban touch and comfortable
design
• Comfortable inclined backrests and a shape to offer plenty of
shoulder room
• Magnetic cushion available in Black or White
• End drain • Apron not available

Aiiki

72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

• Cube inspired lines with an urban touch and comfortable
design
• Comfortable inclined backrests and shaped to offer plenty of
shoulder room
• Magnetic cushion available in Black or White
• Centre drain • Apron not available

Baccarat

72" x 36" x 21"
Drop-in or alcove installation

•
•
•
•
•
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Large, sumptuous bathtub to spread out and relax
Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest
Raised bottom design for stability
2 6-in. grab bars optional
End drain • Apron available

Crescendo

72" x 48" x 27"
Drop-in installation

Melodie

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

• Separate systems allow each bather to control and
personalize massage
• Up to 72 air and whirlpool jets for full body massage
• Includes relaxing armrests • Integrated seat • Headrests
• White or Biscuit cushion • Ergonomic backrests
• 2 12-in. grab bars • End Drain • Cut-out template included

66" x 33" x 20"
Drop-in or alcove installation

• Raised bi-level bottom and curved lines maximize massage
benefits and relaxation
• Ergonomic backrest and armrests
• Deck for faucet
• Centre drain • Apron available

Optik

®

72" x 36" x 23" | 72" x 42" x 23"
Drop-in or undermount installation

• Post-minimalism design combines straight and curvaceous
lines for comfort
• Inclined backrest • Curvaceous armrests • Deep bathing well
• Deck for faucet • 2 12-inch metal grab bars optional
• Magnetic cushion optional available in Black or White
• Centre drain

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS -
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Optik

®

60" x 32" x 21" | 66" x 36" x 22"
Alcove, undermount or drop-in installation

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

• Post-minimalism tub design combines straight and
curvaceous lines for comfort
• Inclined backrest • Curvaceous armrests • Deep bathing well
• Deck for faucet
• Options: 12-inch grab bars • Integrated tiling flange
• Apron with access panel • Magnetic cushion available in
Black or White • End drain

Roman

68" x 42" x 25"
Drop-in or undermount installation

•
•
•
•
•

Symphonie

Reminiscent of 19th century fireclay style
Ingeniously integrated armrests for stability
Ample deck space for faucet • 12-inch grab optional
Centre drain
Cut-out template included

60" x 32" x 18"
Drop-in or alcove installation

•
•
•
•
•
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Relaxing armrests
Textured bottom
2 6-in. grab bars optional
End drain
Apron available

Topaz

60" x 32" x 21" | 60" x 36" x 21" | 66" x 36" x 21"
72" x 36" x 21"
Drop-in, alcove or undermount installation

Urban

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•

Charming, traditional, functional
Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest • Textured bottom
Includes 2 6-in. grab bars
End drain • Apron available

®

60" x 32" x 23"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Urban

Trendy bathtub with an urban, minimalist style
Inclined backrest
Magnetic cushion optional in Black or White
End drain • Apron not available
Available in White and Biscuit only

®

66" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Concealed filling system
Cascading waterfall option in grey slate or white marble
Detachable deck for easy maintenance
Magnetic cushion optional in Black or White
Urban semi or fully plumbed faucet option highly
recommended
• End drain • Apron not available

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS -
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Urban

®

72" x 42" x 24"
Drop-in installation

RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

• Concealed filling system • Cascading waterfall optional in
Grey slate or White marble
• Detachable deck for easy maintenance • Magnetic cushion
available in Black or White
• Urban semi or fully plumbed faucet options highly
recommended
• Centre drain • Apron not available • Available in White and
Biscuit only

Vichy 6032 A

60" x 32" x 21"
Alcove installation

• Relaxing armrests and ergonomic backrest
• Headrest • Deck for faucet
• Integrated apron with optional access panel (specify when
ordering) and tiling flange
• End drain • Available with right or left-hand drain
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OVAL BATHTUBS

OVAL
BATHTUBS
Souvenir without apron
®

72" x 42" x 25"
Drop-in installation

• Unique: White or Biscuit cushion with a chrome-plated
support included
• Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest
• Deck for faucet
• Centre drain
• Cut-out template included

OVAL BATHTUBS -
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Aigo

72" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in or undermount installation

OVAL BATHTUBS

• Oval inspired lines with an urban touch and comfortable
design
• Comfortable inclined backrests and a shape to offer plenty of
shoulder room
• Magnetic cushion available in Black or White
• End drain • Apron not available • Cut-out template included

Calla

60" x 42" x 23" | 66" x 42" x 24" | 72" x 42" x 25"
Drop-in installation

• Classic oval design with sleekly sculpted contour and
backrest
• Comfortable face-to-face bathing
• Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest • Deck for faucet
• 6-in. grab bar optional
• Centre drain • Apron not available
• Cut-out template included

Jazz

®

66" x 36" x 24"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•
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Deep soak bathing for ultimate relaxation
Relaxing backrest • Deck for faucet
4 self-leveling legs for ease of installation
Centre drain
Available in White, Bone and Biscuit only

Living

®

60" x 42" x 23" | 66" x 36" x 23" | 66" x 42" x 23"
72" x 36" x 23" | 72" x 42" x 23"
Drop-in installation

Palace

Spacious and ergonomic design
Symmetrical backrests • Deck for faucet • Inclined armrests
1 angled 12-in. grab bar included for easy exit and entry
Inclined electronic control for enhanced visibility
Centre drain • Apron not available
Cut-out template included

OVAL BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•
•
•

72" x 37" x 26"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Vichy 6034

Beautiful curves enhance bathroom décor
Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest • Deck for faucet
White or Biscuit cushion and 2 12-in. grab bars included
End drain • Apron not available
Cut-out template included

60" x 34" x 20"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Maximized interior space for comfort
Relaxing armrests • ergonomic backrest and headrest
Deck for faucet
End drain
Cut-out template included

OVAL BATHTUBS -
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CORNER BATHTUBS

CORNER
BATHTUBS
Infinity™

60" x 60" x 20"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•
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Extra-wide armrests and ergonomic backrests
Integrated seat • Tiling flange available
White or Biscuit cushion and 2 12-in. grab bars included
Centre drain • Apron available
Cut-out template included

Kashmir

60" x 60" x 25"
Drop-in installation

Vichy 5555-6060

Fit for 2: deep and roomy
Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest • Deck for faucet
Bi-level bottom • Cut-out template included
Includes White or Biscuit cushion • Tiling flange available
Off-centre drain • Apron available

CORNER BATHTUBS

•
•
•
•
•

55" x 55" x 21" | 60" x 60" x 21"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Vichy 6043 ASY

Elegant bathtub for 2 people
Relaxing armrests and 2 headrests
Deck for faucet
Centre drain • Apron available
Tiling flange available

60" x 43" x 21"
Drop-in installation

•
•
•
•
•

Asymetric shape
Relaxing armrests • Ergonomic backrest • 2 headrests
Deck for faucet • Right or left-hand drain available
Off-centre drain • Apron available
Cut-out template included

CORNER BATHTUBS -
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ALCOVE SHOWERS

ALCOVE
SHOWERS
Imagine 4836-6036 3P

48" x 33-36" x 90" | 60" x 29-36" x 90"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-piece shower
Unique feature: 2-way shower door
Ergonomically inspired features
Cushioned support bar
3 shelves with guardrails
Seat
Cedar dry platform optional for stylish replacement of
traditional bath mat
• Optional: roof halogen light (recommended)
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Imagine 4836-6036 2P

2-piece shower
Unique feature: 2-way shower door
Ergonomically inspired features
Sectional unit ideal for renovation projects
Cushioned support bar • 3 shelves with guardrails • Seat
Cedar dry platform optional for stylish replacement of
traditional bath mat

ALCOVE SHOWERS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamina 48-60 I 1P-3P
®

51" x 36" x 85" | 60" x 36" x 85"

•
•
•
•
•

1-piece or 3-piece shower with roof cap
Includes 12-in. acrylic grab bar
Integrated soap dish, shelves and towel bar
Optional: roof halogen light (recommended)
Seat & footrest

Stamina 48-60 II 1P-2P
®

51" x 36" x 76" | 60" x 36" x 76"

•
•
•
•

1-piece or 2-piece shower without roof cap
Seat & footrest • Integrated soap dish, shelves and towel bar
Includes 12-in. acrylic grab bar
Integrated shelves with Chrome, Polished Brass or
Brushed Nickel guardrail

ALCOVE SHOWERS -
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CORNER SHOWERS

48" x 33-36" x 77" | 60" x 29-36" x 77"

CORNER SHOWERS

CORNER
SHOWERS
Freestyle NA 1P-2P
®

37" x 37" x 78" | 40" x 40" x 78" | 42" x 42" x 78"

• 1-piece or 2-piece neo-angle shower
• Optional roof cap
• 2 large shelves with chrome or brushed nickel guardrails,
integrated soap dish
• Customize the shower: specify seat or footrest
• Optional: If roof, halogen light recommended
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33" x 33" x 80" | 33" x 33" x 84"

1-piece shower without roof cap
2-piece shower with roof cap
Integrated soap dish and footrest
Optional: halogen light recommended with the 2-piece

CORNER SHOWERS

•
•
•
•

Freestyle NR 1P-2P
®

37" x 37" x 78" | 40" x 40" x 78" | 42" x 42" x 78"

• 1-piece or 2-piece neo-round shower
• Optional roof cap
• 2 large shelves with chrome or brushed nickel guardrails,
integrated soap dish
• Customize the shower: specify seat or footrest
• Optional: If roof, halogen light recommended

Freestyle R 1P-2P
®

37" x 37" x 78" | 40" x 40" x 78"

• 1-piece or 2-piece round shower
• Optional roof cap
• 2 large shelves with chrome or brushed nickel guardrails,
integrated soap dish
• Customize the shower: specify seat or footrest
• Optional: If roof, halogen light recommended

CORNER SHOWERS -
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SHOWER DOORS

Breeze 1P-2P

SHOWER DOORS

SHOWER DOORS
Mechanix™ M1

46-47 1/2" x 80" | 56-59 1/2" x 80"
68-71 1/2" x 80"
• 10 mm (3/8") thick first quality tempered glass
• 80" high glass panels
• Dual bearing technology • ¾" adjustable wall jambs
• A handle of 1" in diametre and 36" long
• Chrome and satin stainless steel handle and hardware finishes
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Mechanix™ M1 return panels

32" x 80" | 34" x 80" | 36" x 80"

Mechanix™ M2

Glass panels 10 mm (3/8")
32", 34" and 36" wide panels
80” high left and right glass panels
Add 1 panel for corner unit

SHOWER DOORS

•
•
•
•

56-59 1/2" x 84" | 62-65 1/2" x 84"
68-71 1/2" x 84"
• 10 mm (3/8") thick first quality tempered glass
• 80" high glass panels - height to top of the hardware 84"
• Exclusive suspended roller technology
• Sturdy 15-inch long handle and ¾" adjustable wall jambs
• Chrome and satin stainless steel handle and hardware finishes

Mechanix™ M2 return panels

32" x 80" | 34" x 80" | 36" x 80"

•
•
•
•

Glass panels 10 mm (3/8")
32", 34" and 36" wide panels
80" high left and right glass panels
Add 1 panel for corner unit

SHOWER DOORS -
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Purfect™ dual door

48-54" x 80" | 54-60" x 80" | 60-66" x 80"
66-72" x 80"

SHOWER DOORS

• Purfect hinges: patented 6" of lateral adjustment with cam
action
• 3/8 in./10 mm clear glass, double door central opening
• Extra 3/4" adjustment on wall jamb
• Select your favourite hinge and handle style
• Configurable with a return panel

PurfectKurv™ dual door

54-60" x 80" | 60-66" x 80" | 66-72" x 80"
• Purfect hinges: patented 6" of lateral adjustment with cam
action
• 3/8 in./10 mm clear glass, double door central opening
• Extra 3/4" adjustment on wall jamb
• Select your favourite hinge and handle style
• Configurable with a return panel

Purfect™ panel-door-panel

42-45" x 80" | 45-48" x 80"
• Purfect hinges: patented 3" of lateral adjustment with cam
action
• 3/8 in./10 mm clear glass, fixed panels and door
• Extra 3/4" adjustment on wall jamb
• Select your favourite hinge and handle style
• Configurable with a return panel
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Purfect™ pivot door

31-34" x 80" | 33-36" x 80" | 35-38" x 80"
37-40" x 80" | 39-42" x 80"

SHOWER DOORS

• Purfect hinges: patented 3" of lateral adjustment with cam
action
• 3/8 in./10 mm clear glass, fixed panel and door
• Extra 3/4" adjustment on wall jamb
• Select your favourite hinge and handle style
• Configurable with a return panel

Purfect™ return panels

34" x 80" | 36" x 80" | 40" x 80"

• Glass panels 3/8 in./10 mm
• Fits Purfect doors
• Add 1 panel for corner unit or 2 panels for wall mounted units

SHOWER DOORS -
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HOW TO CONFIGURE

YOUR MAAX COLLECTION SHOWER DOOR

4 Easy steps
Determine the size
Glass door opening:
• Mechanix M1: 48", 60" or 72"
• Mechanix M2: 60", 66" or 72"
• Puˉrfect dual door: 54", 60", 66" or 72"
• PuˉrfectKuˉrv dual door: 60", 66" or 72"
• Puˉrfect single door – panel-door-panel : 45" or 48"
• Puˉrfect single door – pivot door: 34", 36", 38", 40" or 42"

Order the fixed panel

Choose hinge and handle kit (Pūrfect doors only)

Puˉrfect Profiled Handle

Puˉrfect Curved Handle

Puˉrfect Profiled Hinge

Puˉrfect Curved Hinge

Choose the return panel
Corner installation: 1 return panel
• Mechanix M1 & M2: 32", 34" or 36"
• Puˉrfect & PuˉrfectKuˉrv: 34", 36" or 40"
Wall-mounted installation: 2 return panels
• Puˉrfect & PuˉrfectKuˉrv dual door:
34", 36" or 40"

M1

M2

Mechanix Return Panels
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Puˉrfect Return Panel

MEDICINE CABINETS

MEDICINE CABINETS
& ACCESSORIES
Urban single view
®

24" x 24" x 5"
• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
• Shock-absorbing strip and Smove mechanism
• Adjustable hinges with clip fastening
• Three adjustable glass shelves 3/8 in. (10 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Pencil Edge mirror

MEDICINE CABINETS & ACCESSORIES -
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Element single view
®

9" x 30" x 5" | 12" x 30" x 5" | 15" x 30" x 5"
16" x 36" x 5" | 18" x 30" x 5" | 20" x 30" x 5"
24" x 30" x 5"

MEDICINE CABINETS

• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
and shock-absorbing strip
• Six-way adjustable 170° hinge and three adjustable glass
shelves 1/4 in. (6 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Reversible cabinet
• Beveled or Pencil Edge mirror depending on dimensions

Element single view with design
®

20" x 24" x 4 ½" | 20" x 30" x 4 ½"
24" x 36" x 4 ½"
• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
and shock-absorbing strip
• Piano hinges or six-way adjustable 170° hinge
• Two (SVD2024, SVD2030) or three (SVD2436) adjustable
glass shelves 1/4 in. (6 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Reversible cabinet
• Beveled mirror

Element single view with design - arched
®

18" x 34" x 5"

• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
and shock-absorbing strip
• Piano hinges or six-way adjustable 170° hinge
• Three adjustable glass shelves 1/4 in. (6 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Reversible cabinet
• Arched Beveled mirror
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Element bi-view
®

24" x 26" x 5" | 24" x 30" x 5" | 30" x 30" x 5"
36" x 30" x 5"

Element tri-view
®

30" x 31" x 5" | 36" x 31" x 5" | 48" x 31" x 5"
• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
• Shock-absorbing strip
• Six-way adjustable 110° hinge
• Three adjustable glass shelves 1/4 in. (6 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Beveled mirror

Mirror

18" x 27"
• Frameless beveled oval mirror adds eye-catching appeal
to any room
• Great size for over a bathroom vanity or sink
• Elegant pivoted brackets included
(Chrome, Polished Brass or Nickel finish)

MEDICINE CABINETS & ACCESSORIES -
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MEDICINE CABINETS

• Exclusive slide shelf system, Slide Edge®
• Shock-absorbing strip
• Six-way adjustable 170° hinge
• Three (BV2426, BV2430, BV3030) or six (BV3630) adjustable
glass shelves 1/4 in. (6 mm) thick
• Mirror trim kit for surface mount included
• Beveled mirror

Triplex glass sconce

4 5⁄8" x 15 ¾"

ACCESSORIES

• Slender and sleek design
• Opalescent triplex blown glass
• Requires 1 x 100W light
• Available in Chrome, Polished Brass or Nickel finish
• Guaranteed peace of mind thanks to UL962, UL1571
and C22.2 NO. 9.0 certifications

Triplex glass sconce

3 ½" x 14 ½"
• Contemporary and modern look
• Opalescent triplex blown glass
• Requires 1 x 100W light
• Available in Chrome, Polished Brass or Nickel finish
• Guaranteed peace of mind thanks to UL962, UL1571
and C22.2 NO. 9.0 certifications

Double sconce

2" x 18 ¼"
• Clean and straight linear look
• Opalescent triplex blown glass
• Requires 2 x 13W lights
• Available Chrome finish
• Guaranteed peace of mind thanks to UL962, UL1571
and C22.2 NO. 9.0 certifications
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Features & Benefits
Anodized aluminium construction
FEATURES & BENEFITS

All cabinets are made of sturdy aluminum construction. With this innovation
technology, your cabinet remains rust and blemish free for many years.

Patented slide shelf system
MAAX’s Slide Edge technology makes shelf adjustment an easy task. This
patented innovation lets you choose the exact height of each shelf. The
sidewall of the cabinet is smooth with no chance of dirt accumulation.

“Smove” self closing bumper
This device acts as a “shock absorber”, yet allows complete closing! The
Smove system is a revolutionary door buffer mechanism that stops the
doors just short of closing and then slowly eases it shut – smoothly & silently.

Mirror trim kit
Easy to install trim kit for surface mounted medicine cabinet.

Adjustable hinges
MAAX medicine cabinets use a 6-way adjustable concealed hinge with a 170°
opening for easy access (select models only).

Other options and accessories

1/2" beveled

•
•
•
•

Flat wall mirrors
Glass shelves
Light bars
Sconces

DID YOU KNOW ?
Did you know that our medicine cabinets can be wall-mounted or recessed? 1 style : 2 ways to install.

FEATURES & BENEFITS -
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For any questions or comments, please contact info@maax.com

1-877-GET-MAAX

www.maax.com
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